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We describe an approximate algorithm for a special 'quadratic semi-assignment problem' aris- 
ing from 'equipartition' applications, where one wants to cluster n objects with given weights w i 
into p classes, so as to minimize the variance of the class-weights. The algorithm can be viewed 
both as a list scheduling method and as a special case of a heuristic procedure, due to Nemhauser 
and Carlson, for quadratic semi-assignment problems. Our main result is that the relative approx- 
imation error is O(1/n) when p and r= (max wi)/(min wi) are bounded. 
1. Introduction 
In many Operations Research applications one is interested in the following pro- 
blem: given n objects with known weights, distribute them among p classes in such 
a way that the class weights be 'as equal as possible'. One nice application reported 
in the literature deals with the optimal distribution of cargoes among the trips of 
a space shuttle in the supply support system of a lunar base [3]. 
A general mathematical formulation of the problem is 
EQUIPARTIT ION.  Given a finite set E, a 'weight' function w:E--,R+ (=the  
positive reals) and an integer p, 1 <p<n = lEa, find a partition 7r = {Cl . . . . .  Cp} of 
E into p classes such that the imbalance [16(~z)llof ~z is minimum, where 
II" I[ is an assigned norm in R p, 
c~(Tr) is the vector (W(CI)- /~ .... .  W(Cp)-t~), 
W(S)= Y~xe s w(x) for all So_E, and 
tz = W(E)/p (note that/~ is the average weight of a class). 
The problem is NP-complete [9] even whenp = 2. In this case, EQUIPARTIT ION 
is known under the name of SUBSET SUM [5], or PARTIT ION [7]. 
A number of approximation algorithms have been proposed for SUBSET SUM 
[7], [11], and it has been shown that this problem admits a fully polynomial approx- 
imation scheme [4], [5], [11]. 
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EQUIPARTIT ION can also be viewed as a special case of scheduling problem on 
parallel machines [12]. I f  B k is the completion time of the job executed last on 
machine k (no idle time is allowed) and d is a deadline, identical for all machines, 
then a possible objective is to minimize ~= 1 max{Bk-d ,  0}. 
If, in particular, one takes d= (Pl + "'" +Pn)/P, where pi is the processing time of 
the i-th job, one has also 
P P 
d=(B l+. . .+Bp) /p ,  and 2 ~ max{Bk-d ,  0}= ~ IBk-d l .  
k-1  k -1  
Thus in this case the scheduling problem is equivalent to EQUIPARTIT ION with 
the Ll-norm I[u]l = 2~=1 ]b/k]" 
Similar interpretations can be given for other norms. 
In the present paper, we deal with the case of the L2-norm L]u]] 2 Yf u~; that ~- k=l  
is, we are interested in a partition for which the variance of the class weights is 
minimum. 
Denoting by w i the weight of object i and introducing binary variables xik = 1 or 
0, to denote whether object i is included in the class C, or not, one can formulate 
EQUIPARTIT ION as a quadratic 0-1 program: 
Z*= minZ= rain ~ WiXik--[.A , 
k=l  i=1  
P 
s.t. ~ xi = l, i= l , . . . ,n ,  (1) 
k 1 
xike{0,1}, i= l  . . . . .  n; k= l  . . . . .  p. 
The NP-completeness of the problem justifies the design and the analysis of fast ap- 
proximation algorithms. When algorithm A yields an approximate solution with 
value Z A, it is of interest o analyze the worst-case performance of A by looking 
at upper bounds on the relative approximation error (ZA--Z*)/Z*. However, Z* 
may be equal to zero. A common way to avoid this difficulty is to work on a 
'shifted' objective function Z=Z+c,  where the constant c is chosen so that the 
value of 2 is positive in all feasible solutions. 
One should be aware of the fact that the bound on the relative approximation er- 
ror for the shifted objective function Z+ c may be significantly affected by the 
choice of the constant c. We shall come back to this issue later on. 
One natural shift of Z arises from the identity 
k~=l (i~l WiXik--ld)2=k~l (i~=i WiXik) 2-pIA2. 
( n WiXik) 2 under the same constraints as (1) can be The minimization of ~]~=l ~2i=1 
viewed as a parallel machine scheduling problem with objective function ~= i B2 
(cf. the above scheduling model). 
For this problem, Chandra and Wong [2] have investigated the worst-case perfor- 
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mance of the well-known LPT heuristic: "Af ter  reordering the jobs according to 
non-increasing weiths, assign the first unscheduled job to the first available 
machine, until all jobs are scheduled". They prove that the relative approximation 
error never exceeds 1/24. 
In the present paper, we consider a different shift of  Z. Let X be the set of  all 
binary feasible vectors for (1) and let J? be the polytope 
x=[xik]: ~ Xik=l for i=1 . . . . .  n 
k=l  
and X~k_>O for i= 1 . . . . .  n; k= 1 . . . . .  P l .  
) 
Lemma I. For all x e ,~ one has 
W i Xik -- II <~ 2 Wi Wj Xik Xjk -1- Q - , 
k: l  i : l  k : l i , j  
where Q= y," w2i and W= ~n i=1 i=1 Wi" 
Equality holds in (2) i f  and only i f  x c X.  
(2) 
Proof.  Note that O<---Xik "< 1 for all i and k. Then 
( ( t k=l  i=1 k=l  i=1 i=1 i ,e j  
<- wi xik + PIJ - 2pp + 
k=l i= l  k=l  i~ j  
= Q-  + Z Z wiwjxikXik. 
k=l  i c j  
9 
When x is a binary vector one has X?k =Xik for all i, k, and conversely. In this case 
the inequality (*) becomes an equality. 
In view of Lemma 1, problem (1) can be equivalently formulated as 
P 
z* = min f (x )  = min ~ ~ w i wjxikxj~, 
k 1 izej 
P 
s.t. ~ Xik = l, i= l . . . . .  n, (3) 
k-1  
Xik~{0,1}, i=1 . . . . .  n; k= l  . . . . .  p. 
In the next section, we describe a procedure which computes in O(n logp) time 
an approximate solution of  (3) with value ZA. One cannot guarantee that ZA = Z*; 
however, denoting by r the maximum ratio between the weights of  any two objects, 
we show in Section 3 that the relative error (ZA--Z*)/Z* is bounded above, for n 
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sufficiently large, by a function q~(n, p, r) which, for any fixed p and r, tends to zero 
when n-~ oo. Thus we might say that the algorithm is asymptotically exact, when n 
grows, provided that p and r are fixed. 
A result of a similar nature was obtained by Ibarra and Kim [6] for the minimum 
makespan scheduling problem on parallel machines. Namely, they prove that the 
relative approximation error of the LPT heuristic does not exceed 2(p -  1)/n, as 
soon as n>_2(p-1)r.  
A preliminary version of the present paper has been circulated under [16]. 
A different approach to equipartition problems has been proposed by Karmarkar 
and Karp [8]. 
2. The algorithm 
The quadratic 0-1 programming problem (3) of the preceding section is a par- 
ticular case of the quadratic semi-assignment problem." 
P 
min ~ ~ CijXikXjk ,
k=l  i¢'j 
P 
s.t. ~ Xik = l, i= l ..... n, (4) 
k=l  
Xik~{0,1}, i=1 .. . . .  n; k= l  . . . . .  p 
where the n x n matrix C= [cij] is assumed to be syhametric. 
Sahni and Gonzalez [15] have shown that this problem is strongly NP-complete. 
Yet they show that, for the (obviously equivalent) problem of maximizing 
~ cijxih xik 
l<_h<k<p i , j - I  
under the same constraints as (4), there is a simple approximate algorithm whose 
relative approximation error never exceeds 1/p. 
Carlson and Nemhauser [1] made the following observation. 
Lemma 2. The continuous relaxation 
1 
of  (4) has an optimal integer solution. 
The proof is very simple, and it is worth examining it. Let x*= [Xi*k] eX  be such 
that 0<x*< 1 for some s, t. If all variables xik with i4:s are fixed at their value x~, 
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while the variables Xs~ . . . . .  Xsp are allowed to vary, the objective function of  (4) 
becomes a linear function EP  l Y~kX~A. of  the free variables, where 
Ysk - Ysk (x*) = 2 Y~ ci~ x/~. 
i:i-4-s 
The restricted problem 
p 
min ~ ysxXs~., 
k=l  
P 
s.t. ~ Xsk = 1, 
k=l  
Xsk >_ O, k= 1 .. . . .  p 
has an optimal binary solution 
(1 if k=rn 
x~k=/O i fk~m 
where m is an index such that 
(5) 
y~,,, = rain{ ysk : k = 1 . . . . .  p}. (6) 
Hence, by replacing the components x~l . . . . .  Xsp of x* by x~l . . . . .  xsp, respectively, 
one gets a vector y* which still belongs to .~, has the property that its components 
y~. are integer (k= 1 . . . . .  p), while 
P P 
E E cijYi~Y~k <- E 2 CijX~'X~" 
k=l i f - j  k - I  i~:j 
Thus, starting from a (possibly) fractional optimal solution of  (4), and iterating 
this procedure, one eventually obtains an integer optimal solution. 
Let us apply the above improving procedure to the continuous relaxation of  pro- 
blem (3), starting from the feasible solution x°= [x°.], where x ° = 1/p for all i, k. 
For simplicity of  exposition, we choose to modify at the s-th step (s = 1 .... , n) the 
components whose first index is s; however, the order is completely irrelevant. 
In this way, a sequence x°, x I .... ,x n of  vectors is obtained, such that 
(i) x~¢ )( for all s. 
(ii) The components x/~. of  x ~ are integer for 1 <_i<_s<_n. 
(iii) f (x°)>-f(xl)  > - ... >-f(xn), where f (x )  is the objective function of (3). 
In particular, x n is a binary feasible solution of  (3) with value 
ZA -- f (x n) <--f(x °) = 1 ~ Wi wj. (7) 
p i~j 
The intuitive motivation for choosing x°=(1/p .. . . .  1/p) as starting solution is 
that x ° is an optimal solution for the continuous relaxation of  (1). While (1) and 
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(3) are equivalent, heir continuous relaxations need not be such; however, one may 
expect that x ° is a good (although generally not optimal) feasible solution for the 
continuous relaxation of (3); and that, consequently, in view of Lemma 2, x n is a 
good feasible solution for (3). 
The above described approximate algorithm has a simple interpretation i terms 
of the original equipartition problem. At step s, (s = 1 .. . . .  n), object s is assigned 
to the class Cm, where the index m is defined by (6) and, according to (5), 
Ysk= 2w s ~ w ix~k I. 
i : i~s 
On the other hand, for all k, the components x]~ -J are binary for l< i<s-  1 and 
have the value 1/p  for s<i<n.  Thus m is also such that 
S- I  
f l sm=min{f l sk :k= l . . . . .  p} ,  where risk= ~ wix]k l 
i=1 
Note that risk is precisely the weight of class C k after step s -  1. 
Hence the algorithm can be simply described as follows. 
Algorithm A. At  each step s = 1 . . . .  , n, put  ob ject  s into a class with current smal lest  
weight. 
It is worth noticing that Algorithm A is known in scheduling theory as 'list 
scheduling': at each step the unscheduled job with highest ranking on a priority list 
is assigned to the first available machine. 
In a straightforward implemention, at each step s the minimum of the p numbers 
fls~ .. . . .  fl~p is determined. Since only the weight of class C,,, is updated in such a 
step, the algorithm has an overall complexity O(np) .  
However, when p is large, a more efficient implementation is obtained by storing 
the indexes of the classes in a linked list, which is kept continually sorted according 
to nondecreasing class weights. 
As noticed above, at step s only the weight to class Cm changes. Index m, which 
was the former top element of the list, can be inserted at its new correct place in 
the list in O(logp) time [7]. Hence this implementation requires only O(nlogp) 
operations. 
3. Analysis of the algorithm 
Algorithm A of the previous section yields an approximate solution x" for pro- 
blem (3), with value ZA =f(xn).  In the present section, we obtain an upper bound 
on the relative error (ZA--Z*)/Z*. A preliminary lemma is needed. 
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Lemma 3. Let  
2 Q*=maxo 2+. - -+0.  
(8.1) s.t. o1+. . .+on= 1, 
(8.2) Ol --< 02 - -<"" <--- On <<- rOl 
where r>_ 1 is a real parameter .  Then Q*<_(r+ 1)/2El wheEl El>_r+ 1. 
(8) 
Proof.  If r=  1, the only feasible solution to (8) is 
01 . . . .  = 0 n = I /E l .  
In this case one has Q*= 1/n=(r+ 1)/2. Thus, we can assume from now on that 
r> l .  
We note that any feasible vector v of  (8) must have positive components. In fact, 
at least one component must be positive because of  the constraint (8.1). This implies 
on>0. If o had negative components,  then one would have t h <0 and the constraint 
o,,<-rvl would be violated. 
Since the oi are positive, the feasible polyhedron P of (8) must be bounded. 
The objective function of (8), being convex, assumes its maximum on a vertex of 
P. That is, there is an optimal solution of  (8) for which at least n - 1 among the ine- 
qualities (8.2) are satisfied as equalities: and indeed, exactly n -  1 of them; because 
if all were satisfied as equalities, one would have r = 1. 
Further, one must have on = rol for any optimal solution. For, assume that v is 
a feasible solution such that o,<ro1 .  Setting e=(ro1-on) / ( r+ l ) ,  the vector 
(v j  - e, o2 . . . . .  on- l, o, + e) still belongs to P, satisfies the equality o n + e = r(ol - a) 
and is such that 
2 (Ol-e)2+o~+-.-+o~ ,+(On+e)2>d+...+Vn. 
In conclusion, there is an optimal solution o* of  (8) such that exactly one of the 
inequalities v~_< ... _< o* is strict. 
Thus o* must be of  the form o~' . . . . .  o* k=a;  o*n k+l = . . . .  o,*=ra for a 
suitable a and for some index k, 1 _< k_< n - 1. 
From the constraint (8.1) one gets a= l / ( k r+E l -k ) .  
Therefore, the opt imum value Q* of  (8) is equal to max{q(k) :k= 1 . . . . .  n -1} ,  
where 
1 r 2 x(r  2 - 1) + n 
q (x  ) = (n - x )  (xr + n - X) 2 -F X (XE + El - -  X)  2 --  (x ( r -  1) + n) 2" (9) 
An upper bound for Q* is given by the maximum of q(x)  in the closed interval 
[1, n -  1]. Differentiating q(x) ,  one obtains after some manipulations 
( r -  1) 2 
q ' (x ) -  (x ( r -  1)+ n) 3 (n -  ( r+ 1)x) 
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for all x in the open interval (0, n). q'(x) vanishes only in the point n/(r+ 1) which, 
for n>_r+ 1, lies in the interval [1, n -  1]. 
On the other hand, one hasq ' (n -  i)_<0 for n_<2and q'(1)_>0as oon as n>_r+ 1. 
Thus, for n>r+ 1, the function q(x) attains its maximum over [1, n - 1] in the point 
n/(r+ 1). A direct computation shows that 
( r~ l )  (r+ 1)2 
q - 4rn 
Hence, for n_> r + 1, one has 
q (  n ~ ( r+l )  2 l ( l+~)[ / r+ l )<r+l  
Q*< \ r+ l J -  4rn 2 \~-n / -  2~- 
Theorem 1. Denote by z* the optimum value of(3) and by ZA the value of the ap- 
proximate solution obtained through Algorithm A. 
I f  r= maxi~j(wi/wj), one has 
(ZA_Z.)/Z.<_(I 1~/ (  2n 1) 
-p J l \p ( r+ l )  
when n>p(r+ 1)/2. 
Proof. By Lemma 1, for all x~X one has 
p W 2 
~ wiwjx ikx jk>- - - -Q 
k = ~ i,s P 
and hence also 
W 2 
z*_> -Q .  
p 
On the other hand, by (7), one has 
1 
ZA -< -- E wi wj, 
p i4=j 
that  is, 
(lO) 
ZA_< I (W: -  Q), (11) 
p 
Combining (10) and (11), one obtains 
- z*  p -1  Z A  < (12) 
Z* -- (W2/Q) -p  " 
Notice that (12) holds only (W2/Q)-p>O. As we shall see in a moment, this is 
always true when n>p(r+ 1)/2. 
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Since maxi~j (wi/w j) =r, one has 
Q max~ v~+'"+v2 1 W2<_ ((~+.7.+-~,)2:vl<...<v,,<_rv, . (13) 
If v* is an optimal solution for the maximization problem in (13), to* is also op- 
timal for any scalar t>0.  Hence the r.h.s, of (13) can be written as 
max{v~ +.. .+v~:vj  +.. .+v,,= l, vl <_...v,,<_rvl}, 
which is _<(r+ 1)/2n by Lemma 3, since we are assuming that n>p(r+ 1)/2, which 
implies n>r+ 1. Hence 
W 2 2n 
- - -p>_- - -p>O for n> P (r+ l), 
Q r+l  2 
and one finally obtains from (12) 
ZA-- Z* p-- 1 1 -- 1/p 
Z* 2n/(r+ 1) -p  2n/p(r+ l ) -  1 
when n> P( r+ 1). 
Corollary 1. For any fixed p and r, the relative approximation error e = (ZA -- Z*)/Z* 
tends to 0 when n-~ oo. 
Due to the good rate of  convergence of  the relative error to zero, the result is of 
practical significance in real-life applications. 
For example, when p = 2 and r - -2,  one has e_< 0.03 as soon as n _> 53; when p = 5 
and r=9,  one has e_<0.05 as soon as n_>425. 
Appendix 
J.K. Lenstra and A.H.G.  Rinnooy Kan pointed out to me [13] an alternative 
derivation of  the O( l /n )  bound on the relative approximation error e for the 
algorithm of Section 2. With their kind permission we include their proof  here. 
Observe that 
so that 
zA-  2 
k=l  \ i=1  
Wmax = pr  Wmin-- 
W 2 
p 
w2 w2(  E W2 
ZA=ZA+- - - -Q~ZA-F  ----- 1+ rp 
p p \n / /  p 
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Moreover, 
so that 
2 < P r2 W2 
Q<- nW2max = nr 2 Wmin -- 
n p 
( r2) 
z*>- - -Q_> 1 - - -  
p n p 
Under the assumption that n>pr  2, it follows that 
ZA--Z.____~* l+(pr /n )  2 l+p/n  (1 )  
e= Z* <-- 1 - -0  1 -p r2 /n  n /pr  2 -  1 
for fixed p and r. 
The above proof  is considerably shorter than the proof  of  Theorem 1. On the 
other hand, the upper bound on e given by Theorem 1, i.e. 
1 - 1/p 
~1 (n, p, r) = 
2n /p( r+ 1) -  1 
is sharper than the bound 
1 + p/n  
q~2(n, p, r) - n /pr  2 _ 1 
obtained above. As a matter of  fact, for all p> 1, r>  1 and n>pr  2 one has 
q~z(n, p, r) 2r 2 >- -  
~l(n ,p ,  r) r+  1 " 
Thus when n >pr  2 the ratio ~P2/01 is larger than 1 for all r_> 1, is larger than 8/3 
as soon as r>2 and is larger than 10 for r _6 .  
Certain shifts of  the objective function may give rise to an even faster convergence 
to zero of  the relative approximation error when n ~ m. 
For example, if the objective function is replaced by Z + W2/p ,  the above argu- 
ment shows that the corresponding relative approximation error is bounded above 
by 
pr  2 O 1 
(~- )  = (75) fo r  f i xedpandr .  
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